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catastrophic losses to Allied planes bringing the fight to Germany. A
Dangerous Mission The resistance must get the information to the British
and will have only one chance, using a near-derelict Hornet Moth biplane mouldering away in a church. If they succeed the balance of the
war will be tipped in the Allies’ favour but failure will see them killed . . .
At First Light Vanessa Lafaye 2017-06-01 Meet Alicia Cortez: survivor,
healer...murderer? 1993, Key West, Florida. When a Ku Klux Klan official
is shot in broad daylight, all eyes turn to the person holding the gun: a
96-year-old Cuban woman who will say nothing except to admit her guilt.
1919. Mixed-race Alicia Cortez arrives in Key West exiled in disgrace
from her family in Havana. At the same time, damaged war hero John
Morales returns home on the last US troop ship from Europe. As love
draws them closer in this time of racial segregation, people are
watching, including Dwayne Campbell, poised on the brink of manhood
and struggling to do what's right. And then the Ku Klux Klan comes to
town... Inspired by real events, At First Light weaves together a decadesold grievance and the consequences of a promise made as the sun rose
on a dark day in American history.
The First Family Michael Palmer 2018-04-17 The President’s teenaged
son is threatened by a potentially fatal illness that is rooted in dark
secrets from a long-buried past. President Geoffrey Hilliard and his
family live in the ever-present glare of the political limelight, with

Ken Follett's Thundering Good Thrillers Ken Follett 2012-12-31 Three
classic historical spy thrillers from the master storyteller and bestselling
author, Ken Follett. Thundering Good Thrillers is a great value eBook
bundle including three heart-stopping thrillers all set during World War
II; featuring female Special Operations agents going undercover behind
German lines (Jackdaws), Hitler's prize secret agent going behind Allied
lines (Eye of the Needle) and an 18-year-old Dane who stumbles across a
top secret German installation whose discovery could change the course
of the war (Hornet Flight).
The Bourne Ultimatum Robert Ludlum 2012 David Webb must once
again assume the identity of assassin Jason Bourne as he matches wits
with his mortal enemy, Carlos, a deadly and elusive terrorist known as
"the Jackal," in a final confrontation.
Hornet Flight Ken Follett 2008-09-04 From the master storyteller, Ken
Follett, Hornet Flight is a startling thriller set amidst the Danish
Resistance. Europe in Darkness 1941. The Nazis have Denmark in their
vice-like grip, their malign presence corroding everything its inhabitants
hold dear. Even the police betray their countrymen and work with the
Gestapo to hunt down spies. A Glimmer of Hope In this hostile climate
the Danish resistance discover a secret that could change the course of
the war – proof of an advanced German radar installation that is causing
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relentless scrutiny of their daily lives. The White House is not an easy
place to grow up, so when the President’s son Cam, a sixteen-year-old
chess champion, experiences extreme fatigue, moodiness, and an
uncharacteristic violent outburst, doctors are quick to dismiss his
troubles as teen angst. But Secret Service agent Karen Ray, whose job is
to guard the president's family with her life, is convinced Cam’s issues
are serious – serious enough to summon her physician ex-husband for a
second opinion. Dr. Lee Blackwood’s concerns are dismissed by the
president's team – until Cam gets sicker. Lee must make a diagnosis from
a puzzling array of symptoms he's never seen before. His only clue is a
patient named Susie Banks, a young musical prodigy who seems to be
suffering from the same baffling condition as Cam. Hospitalized after an
attempt on her life by a determined killer, Susie’s jeopardy escalates as
Cam’s condition takes on a terrifying new dimension. Is someone trying
to murder the President’s son? As Lee and Karen race for a cure to
Cam’s mysterious and deadly disease, they begin to uncover betrayals
that breach the highest levels of national security. Returning to the same
Washington, DC setting of The First Patient, which former President Bill
Clinton said “captured the intense atmosphere of the White House,” The
First Family is a riveting new medical drama from acclaimed novelist
Daniel Palmer, in the tradition of his late father, New York Times
bestselling novelist Michael Palmer. Praise for The First Family:
"Terrifying and all too plausible—Daniel Palmer continues his father's
tradition of delivering authentic and high-velocity medical suspense. The
combination of medical chills and high-level Washington make The First
Family irresistible.” —Joseph Finder, New York Times bestselling author
of Paranoia and The Switch "Palmer's The First Family gives you likable
characters to root for, a top-notch villain, and enough excitement to
make your hair curl. Have fun with this thriller." —Catherine Coulter,
author of The Devil's Triangle “Double the trouble, twice the action, and
quadruple the enjoyment, this is a high-octane game changer.” —Steve
Berry, New York Times bestselling author of The Bishop's Pawn and The
Lost Order “High-stakes and intelligent, The First Family is everything
you want in a medical thriller. Chilling!” —Robert Dugoni #1 Amazon,
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Wall Street Journal and New York Times bestselling author of My Sisters
Grave "The First Family is adrenaline-fueled entertainment that twists,
turns, surprises and satisfies!” -John Lescroart, New York Times
bestselling author "A Palmer novel transports you into the complex world
of medical-legal-social ethics. The First Family doesn't disappoint,
wrestling with the murky questions of what we can do versus what we
should do. Gripping.” —Kathy Reichs, New York Times bestselling author
and creator of Bones
Lie Down with Lions Ken Follett 2003-12-02 "Vintage Follett . . . This is
his most ambitious novel and it succeeds admirably." —USA Today Ellis,
the American. Jean-Pierre, the Frenchman. They were two men on
opposite sides of the Cold War, with a woman torn between them.
Together, they formed a triangle of passion and deception, racing from
terrorist bombs in Paris to the violence and intrigue of Afghanistan—to
the moment of truth and deadly decision for all of them. . . .
Paper Money Ken Follett 1987-10-06 An explosive novel of high finance
and underworld villainy from Ken Follett, the grand master of
international action and suspense. Crime, high finances, and journalism
are interconnected in this early thriller by the author of On Wings of
Eagles and Lie Down With Lions. In one suspenseful, action-packed day,
fortunes change hands as an ambitious young reporter scrambles to
crack the story. A suicidal junior minister, an avaricious tycoon, and a
seasoned criminal with his team of tough guys all play their parts in a
scheme that moves "paper money" around at a dizzying pace.
Valley of Tears Don Bendell
The Big Needle Ken Follett 1996-10-18 Success came easily to Chad
Carstairs. Then, without warning, evil invaded his pleasure-filled life...a
chilling evil that sent him racing from an elegant English country estate
to the sleazy clubs of London's West End, from the drug-ridden streets of
Marseilles to a farmhouse on the desolate coast of Wales. Driven by
revenge, he was a man willing to risk his fortune, his future, and even his
life in a desperate gambit to outwit the world's deadliest organization at
its own game and finger the powerful men behind... "The Big Needle."
Fall of Giants Ken Follett 2011-08-30 Ken Follett’s magnificent
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historical epic begins as five interrelated families move through the
momentous dramas of the First World War, the Russian Revolution, and
the struggle for women’s suffrage. A thirteen-year-old Welsh boy enters a
man’s world in the mining pits. . . . An American law student rejected in
love finds a surprising new career in Woodrow Wilson’s White House. . . .
A housekeeper for the aristocratic Fitzherberts takes a fateful step above
her station, while Lady Maud Fitzherbert herself crosses deep into
forbidden territory when she falls in love with a German spy. . . . And two
orphaned Russian brothers embark on radically different paths when
their plan to emigrate to America falls afoul of war, conscription, and
revolution. From the dirt and danger of a coal mine to the glittering
chandeliers of a palace, from the corridors of power to the bedrooms of
the mighty, Fall of Giants takes us into the inextricably entangled fates of
five families—and into a century that we thought we knew, but that now
will never seem the same again. . . .
The Bear Raid Ken Follett 2014-12
Night over Water Ken Follett 2004-04-06 #1 New York Times
bestselling author Ken Follett takes to the skies in this classic novel of
international suspense. Set in the early days of World War II, Night over
Water captures the daring and desperation of ordinary people caught in
extraordinary circumstances—in prose as compelling as history itself. . . .
September 1939. England is at war with Nazi Germany. In Southampton,
the world's most luxurious airliner—the legendary Pan Am
Clipper—takes off for its final flight to neutral America. Aboard are the
cream of society and the dregs of humanity, all fleeing the war for
reasons of their own . . . shadowed by a danger they do not know exists .
. . and heading straight into a storm of violence, intrigue, and betrayal. . .
.
The Pillars of the Earth Ken Follett 2010-06-29 #1 New York Times
Bestseller Oprah's Book Club Selection The “extraordinary . . .
monumental masterpiece” (Booklist) that changed the course of Ken
Follett’s already phenomenal career—and begins where its prequel, The
Evening and the Morning, ended. “Follett risks all and comes out a clear
winner,” extolled Publishers Weekly on the release of The Pillars of the
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Earth. A departure for the bestselling thriller writer, the historical epic
stunned readers and critics alike with its ambitious scope and gripping
humanity. Today, it stands as a testament to Follett’s unassailable
command of the written word and to his universal appeal. The Pillars of
the Earth tells the story of Philip, prior of Kingsbridge, a devout and
resourceful monk driven to build the greatest Gothic cathedral the world
has known . . . of Tom, the mason who becomes his architect—a man
divided in his soul . . . of the beautiful, elusive Lady Aliena, haunted by a
secret shame . . . and of a struggle between good and evil that will turn
church against state and brother against brother. A spellbinding epic tale
of ambition, anarchy, and absolute power set against the sprawling
medieval canvas of twelfth-century England, this is Ken Follett’s
historical masterpiece.
Zero Option P. T. Deutermann 2010-04-01 They call it "Wet Eye": a
biological weapon that literally eats out the eyes of its victims. Now,
deep within the belly of the U.S. military establishment, one small silver
canister of Wet Eye is missing-lost because a career pencil-pusher has
cut a million-dollar deal and signed it in blood. For David Stafford, a
Defense Department investigator, finding the missing canister means
ripping through layers of cover-ups, bureaucracy, and one man's
murderous determination to sell Wet Eye to an international arms dealer.
But the military would rather silence Stafford than admit to a security
breach. And now, the only person who can stop a biological conflagration
is an innocent child-who has looked into the face of evil, and seen it with
her own two eyes...
Jackdaws Ken Follett 2006-12-05 In his own bestselling tradition of Eye
of the Needle and The Key to Rebecca, Ken Follett delivers a
breathtaking novel of suspense set in the most dangerous days of World
War II. D-Day is approaching. They don’t know where or when, but the
Germans know it’ll be soon, and for Felicity “Flick” Clariet, the stakes
have never been higher. A senior agent in the ranks of the Special
Operations Executive (SOE) responsible for sabotage, Flick has survived
to become one of Britain’s most effective operatives in Northern France.
She knows that the Germans’ ability to thwart the Allied attack depends
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upon their lines of communications, and in the days before the invasion
no target is of greater strategic importance than the largest telephone
exchange in Europe. But when Flick and her Resistance-leader husband
try a direct, head-on assault that goes horribly wrong, her world turns
upside down. Her group destroyed, her husband missing, her superiors
unsure of her, her own confidence badly shaken, she has one last chance
at the target, but the challenge, once daunting, is now near impossible.
The new plan requires an all-woman team, none of them professionals, to
be assembled and trained within days. Code-named the Jackdaws, they
will attempt to infiltrate the exchange under the noses of the
Germans—but the Germans are waiting for them now and have plans of
their own. There are secrets Flick does not know—secrets within the
German ranks, secrets among her hastily recruited team, secrets among
those she trusts the most. And as the hours tick down to the point of no
return, most daunting of all, there are secrets within herself. . . . Filled
with the powerful storytelling, unforgettable characters, and authentic
detail that have become his hallmarks, Jackdaws is Ken Follett writing at
the height of his powers.
Triple Ken Follett 2011-09-13 From Ken Follett—the #1 name in
electrifying international suspense—comes a remarkable novel of
intrigue and doomsday possibilities. The world's balance of power is
about to shift dangerously as the ultimate weapon nears completion in a
secret facility in the heart of the desert. Across the globe, operatives
from the great nations set a deadly game in motion, covertly
maneuvering pawns and kings to achieve a frightening advantage—while
terrorists and their hunters prepare for the contest's final, bloody moves.
And one man—a razor-sharp master of disguise, deceit, and triplecross—must somehow do the impossible: steal 200 tons of uranium
without any of the other players discovering the theft. The clock is
ticking. And the price of failure is Apocalypse.
The Master Planets Donald Gallinger 2008 In the summer of 1973,
Peter Jameson is poised to take his band The Master Planets straight to
the top of the charts. His ambitious plans are shattered when his
mother's body is found floating in the river, an apparent suicide. When
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the media speculate that she is responsible for the murder of an elderly
German farmer, Peter is caught in a web of intrigue involving Nazi war
criminals and his mother's ruthless past as a Polish partisan. Suddenly,
past collides with present, truth with falsehood, reality with illusion, and
Peter abandons his musical aspirations. Five decades of deceit and
betrayal converge in this thrilling mediation on the ultimate cost of
violence and revenge.
The Key to Rebecca Ken Follett 2003-02-04 Ken Follett’s The Key to
Rebecca took readers and critics by storm when first published forty
years ago. Today, it remains one of the best espionage novels ever
written. A brilliant and ruthless Nazi master agent is on the loose in
Cairo. His mission is to send Rommel’s advancing army the secrets that
will unlock the city’s doors. In all of Cairo, only two people can stop him.
One is a down-on-his-luck English officer no one will listen to. The other
is a vulnerable young Jewish girl. . . .
Ken Follett Three Bestsellers Ken Follett 2011-10-25 More information to
be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA.
The Secret of Kellerman's Studio Ken Follett 1976
Jackdaws Ken Follett 2002-08-01 Two weeks before D-Day, the French
Resistance attacks a chateau containing a telephone exchange vital to
German communications - but the building is heavily guarded and the
attack fails disastrously. Flick Clairet, a young British secret agent,
proposes a daring new plan: she will parachute into France with an allwoman team known as the Jackdaws and they will penetrate the chateau
in disguise. But, unknown to Flick, Rommel has assigned a brilliant,
ruthless Intelligence colonel, Dieter Franck, to crush the Resistance. And
Dieter is on Flick's trail... From the master storyteller and bestselling
author of Eye of the Needle and Code to Zero comes the new thriller, set
against the menacing backdrop of the Second World War and crackling
with suspense and action. Jackdaws is an irresistible novel of the
Resistance and of love, courage and revenge.
Whiteout Ken Follett 2005 A missing canister containing a deadly virus
forms the center of a storm that traps Stanley Owenford, director of a
medical research firm, and a violent trio of thugs in a remote house
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during a Christmas Eve blizzard. Reprint.
Pillars of the Almighty Ken Follett 1994 In an unusual presentation of
a popular novel, photographs of cathedrals and the art of the stonemason
are combined with excerpts from "Pillars of the Earth," Follett's tale of
twelfth-century England
Third Twin Ken Follett 2010-11-17 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
Using a restricted FBI database, genetic researcher Jeanie Ferrami has
located identical twins born to different mothers. Frightened by her
bizarre discovery, she is determined to discover the truth at any
cost—until she finds herself at the center of a scandal that could ruin her
career. To extricate herself, Jeannie plunges into a maze of hidden
evidence. With growing horror, she uncovers a cynical, far-reaching
conspiracy involving disturbing genetic experiments and some of the
most powerful men in America—men who will kill to keep their secrets
concealed.
Notre-Dame Ken Follett 2019-10-29 “The wonderful cathedral of NotreDame de Paris, one of the greatest achievements of European
civilization, was on fire. The sight dazed and disturbed us profoundly. I
was on the edge of tears. Something priceless was dying in front of our
eyes. The feeling was bewildering, as if the earth was shaking.” —Ken
Follett “[A] treasure of a book.” —The New Yorker In this short,
spellbinding book, international bestselling author Ken Follett describes
the emotions that gripped him when he learned about the fire that
threatened to destroy one of the greatest cathedrals in the world—the
Notre-Dame de Paris. Follett then tells the story of the cathedral, from its
construction to the role it has played across time and history, and he
reveals the influence that the Notre-Dame had upon cathedrals around
the world and on the writing of one of Follett's most famous and beloved
novels, The Pillars of the Earth. Ken Follett will donate his proceeds from
this book to the charity La Fondation du Patrimoine.
The Palace Thief Ethan Canin 2013-03-06 “Extraordinary for its craft
and emotional effect . . . [Ethan Canin is] a writer of enormous talent and
charm.” –The Washington Post “Character is destiny,” wrote
Heraclitus–and in this collection of four unforgettable stories, we meet
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people struggling to understand themselves and the unexpected turns
their lives have taken. In “Accountant,” a quintessential company man
becomes obsessed with the phenomenal success of a reckless childhood
friend. “Batorsag and Szerelem” tells the story of a boy’s fascination with
the mysterious life and invented language of his brother, a math prodigy.
In “City of Broken Hearts,” a divorced father tries to fathom the patterns
of modern relationships. And in “The Palace Thief,” a history teacher at
an exclusive boarding school reflects on the vicissitudes of a lifetime
connection with a student scoundrel. A remarkable achievement by one
of America’s finest writers, this brilliant volume reveals the moments of
insight that illuminate everyday lives. “Captivating . . . a heartening
tribute to the form . . . an exquisite performance.” –The Boston Sunday
Globe “A model of wit, wisdom, and empathy. Chekhov would have
appreciated its frank renderings and quirky ironies.” –Chicago Tribune
A Place Called Freedom Ken Follett 2010-11-17 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER Scotland, 1766. Sentenced to a life of misery in the brutal
coal mines, twenty-one-year-old Mack McAsh hungers for escape. His
only ally: the beautiful, highborn Lizzie Hallim, who is trapped in her
own kind of hell. Though separated by politics and position, these two
restless young people are bound by their passionate search for a place
called freedom. From the teeming streets of London to the infernal hold
of a slave ship to a sprawling Virginia plantation, Ken Follett’s turbulent,
unforgettable novel of liberty and revolution brings together a vivid cast
of heroes and villains, lovers and rebels, hypocrites and hell-raisers—all
propelled by destiny toward an epic struggle that will change their lives
forever.
The Heroines of SOE Squadron Leader Beryl E Escott 2010-12-26
Britain’s war in the shadows of male spies and subterfuge in the heart of
occupied France is a story well known, but what of the women who also
risked their lives for Britain and the liberation of France? In 1942 a
desperate need for new recruits, saw SOE turn to a previously
overlooked group – women. These extraordinary women came from
different backgrounds, but were joined in their idealistic love of France
and a desire to play a part in its liberation. They formed SOE’s F Section.
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From the famous White Mouse, Nancy Wake, to the courageous, Noor
Inayat Khan, they all risked their lives for King, Country and the
Resistance. Many of them died bravely and painfully, and often those
who survived, like Eileen Nearne, never told their stories, yet their secret
missions of intelligence-gathering and sabotage undoubtedly helped the
Resistance to drive out their occupiers and free France. Here, for the
first time is the extraordinary account of all forty SOE F women agents.
It is a story that deserves to be read by everyone. ‘They were the war’s
bravest women, devoted to defeating the Nazis yet reluctant ever to
reveal their heroic pasts. Now a new book tells their intrepid tales.’ Daily
Express Squadron Leader BERYL E. ESCOTT served in the RAF and is
one of the foremost experts on the women of SOE.
The Unlikely Spy Daniel Silva 2003-05-06 #1 New York Times bestselling
author Daniel Silva’s celebrated debut novel, The Unlikely Spy, is “A
ROLLER-COASTER WORLD WAR II ADVENTURE that conjures up
memories of the best of Ken Follett and Frederick Forsyth” (The Orlando
Sentinel). “In wartime,” Winston Churchill wrote, “truth is so precious
that she should always be attended by a bodyguard of lies.” For Britain’s
counterintelligence operations, this meant finding the unlikeliest agent
imaginable—a history professor named Alfred Vicary, handpicked by
Churchill himself to expose a highly dangerous, but unknown, traitor.
The Nazis, however, have also chosen an unlikely agent. Catherine Blake
is the beautiful widow of a war hero, a hospital volunteer—and a Nazi spy
under direct orders from Hitler: uncover the Allied plans for D-Day...
Eye of the Needle Ken Follett 2017-10-17 The worldwide phenomenon
from the bestselling author of The Pillars of the Earth, World Without
End, A Column of Fire, and The Evening and the Morning His code name
was “The Needle.” He was a German aristocrat of extraordinary
intelligence—a master spy with a legacy of violence in his blood, and the
object of the most desperate manhunt in history. . . . But his fate lay in
the hands of a young and vulnerable English woman, whose loyalty, if
swayed, would assure his freedom—and win the war for the Nazis. . . .
Werewolf Cop: A Novel Andrew Klavan 2015-03-15 From Edgar Awardwinning Andrew Klavan, a supernatural thriller about a good cop in the
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grips of an evil curse: the first in a trilogy about a crime-fighter on a
quest to control the beast within. Zach Adams is one of the best
detectives in the country. Nicknamed Cowboy, he’s a soft-spoken
homicide detective known for his integrity and courage under fire. He
serves on a federal task force that has a single mission: to hunt down
Dominic Abend, a European gangster who has taken over the American
underworld. In a centuries-old forest under a full moon, a beast assaults
Zach, cursing him forever. In the aftermath, he is transformed into
something horrible—something deadly. Now, the good cop has innocent
blood on his hands. He has killed—and will kill again—in the form of a
beast who can’t be controlled or stopped. Before he can free himself,
he’s going to have to solve the greatest mystery of all: How can you
defeat evil when the evil is inside you?
Jackdaws Ken Follett 2002-11-26 In his own bestselling tradition of Eye
of the Needle and The Key to Rebecca, Ken Follett delivers a
breathtaking novel of suspense set in the most dangerous days of World
War II. D-Day is approaching. They don’t know where or when, but the
Germans know it’ll be soon, and for Felicity “Flick” Clariet, the stakes
have never been higher. A senior agent in the ranks of the Special
Operations Executive (SOE) responsible for sabotage, Flick has survived
to become one of Britain’s most effective operatives in Northern France.
She knows that the Germans’ ability to thwart the Allied attack depends
upon their lines of communications, and in the days before the invasion
no target is of greater strategic importance than the largest telephone
exchange in Europe. But when Flick and her Resistance-leader husband
try a direct, head-on assault that goes horribly wrong, her world turns
upside down. Her group destroyed, her husband missing, her superiors
unsure of her, her own confidence badly shaken, she has one last chance
at the target, but the challenge, once daunting, is now near impossible.
The new plan requires an all-woman team, none of them professionals, to
be assembled and trained within days. Code-named the Jackdaws, they
will attempt to infiltrate the exchange under the noses of the
Germans—but the Germans are waiting for them now and have plans of
their own. There are secrets Flick does not know—secrets within the
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German ranks, secrets among her hastily recruited team, secrets among
those she trusts the most. And as the hours tick down to the point of no
return, most daunting of all, there are secrets within herself. . . . Filled
with the powerful storytelling, unforgettable characters, and authentic
detail that have become his hallmarks, Jackdaws is Ken Follett writing at
the height of his powers.
The Jackdaw of Rheims Thomas Ingoldsby 1870
Never Ken Follett 2021-11-09 New York Times Bestseller The new mustread epic from master storyteller Ken Follett: more than a thriller, it’s an
action-packed, globe-spanning drama set in the present day. “A
compelling story, and only too realistic.” —Lawrence H. Summers,
former U.S. Treasury Secretary “Every catastrophe begins with a little
problem that doesn’t get fixed.” So says Pauline Green, president of the
United States, in Follett’s nerve-racking drama of international tension.
A shrinking oasis in the Sahara Desert; a stolen US Army drone; an
uninhabited Japanese island; and one country’s secret stash of deadly
chemical poisons: all these play roles in a relentlessly escalating crisis.
Struggling to prevent the outbreak of world war are a young woman
intelligence officer; a spy working undercover with jihadists; a brilliant
Chinese spymaster; and Pauline herself, beleaguered by a populist rival
for the next president election. Never is an extraordinary novel, full of
heroines and villains, false prophets and elite warriors, jaded politicians
and opportunistic revolutionaries. It brims with cautionary wisdom for
our times, and delivers a visceral, heart-pounding read that transports
readers to the brink of the unimaginable.
Swift James Follett 1991-04-09
Mirage James Follett 1997 Daniel Kalen, an Israeli fighter pilot, sets out
on a mission to steal the blueprints of the Mirage 5 jet fighter. First
published Methuen, 1988
Caretakers Tabitha King 1984 Haunting novel about a love affair
between a Maine aristocrat and a married man from the working class.
Charlotte Gray Sebastian Faulks 2014-09-03 Faulks's first novel since
the extraordinary success of Birdsong is written with the same passion,
power and breadth of vision. Set in England and France during the
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darkest days of World War II, Charlotte Gray, like Birdsong, depicts a
complex love affair that is both shaped and thwarted by war. It is 1942.
London is blacked out, but France is under a greater darkness, as the
occupying Nazi forces encroach ever closer in a tense waiting game.
Charlotte Gray, a volatile but determined young woman, travels south
from Edinburgh. Working in London, she has a brief but intense love
affair with an RAF pilot. When his plane is lost over France, she contrives
to go there herself to work in the Resistance and to search for him--but
then is unwilling to leave as she finds that the struggle for the country's
fate is intimately linked to her own battle to take control of her life.
Faulks's novel is an examination of lost paradises, politics without belief,
the limits of memory, the redemptive power of art and the existence of
hope beyond reason. It is also a brilliant evocation of life in Occupied
France and, more significantly, a revelation of the appalling price many
Frenchmen paid to survive in unoccupied, so-called Free France. As the
men, women and children of Charlotte's small town prepare to meet their
terrible destiny, the truth of what took place in wartime France is finally
exposed. When private lives and public events fatally collide, the roots of
the characters' lives are torn up and exposed. These harrowing scenes
are presented with the passion and narrative force that readers will
recall from Birdsong. Charlotte Gray will attract even more readers to
Faulks's remarkable fiction.
The Modigliani Scandal Ken Follett 2018-06-05 A high-speed, high-stakes
thriller from Ken Follett, the grand master of international action and
suspense. A fabulous "lost masterpiece" becomes the ultimate prize—for
an art historian whose ambition consumes everyone around her, an
angry young painter with a plan for revenge on the art establishment,
and a desperate gallery owner who may have double-crossed his own life
away. Behind the elegance and glamour of the art world, anything
goes—theft, forgery, betrayal, and maybe even murder. . . .
Chromosome 6 Robin Cook 1998-04-01 Behind the headlines on cloning-Dr. Robin Cook blends fact with fiction in one of his most terrifying
bestsellers... Chromosome 6 is a prophetic thriller that challenges the
medical ethics of genetic manipulation and cloning in the jungles of
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and ape--and forever change the genetic map of our existence...

equatorial Africa, where one mistake could bridge the gap between man
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